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NAVIGATING LIFE AND THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM:
KEEPING THE BIG PICTURE IN MIND

Lars Perner, Ph.D.

Marshall School of Business

University of Southern California

“If It [Were] Easy”

• Problems we face are often superficially similar
to those faced by “neurotypicals”

– Relationships

– Understanding others

– Conflict

– Budgeting

– Limited sensory abilities

• How we handle these problems
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Having to Do Certain Things “Manually”

• Some problem areas

– Recognizing faces

– Picking up on others’
moods and emotions

– Finding our way

• Consequences

– Exhaust

– Sensory overwhelm

– Delay in awareness

– Difficulty multi-tasking
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Understanding How We Differ From Other
“Spectromites”

• There are large differences among individuals
on the spectrum in terms of
– Abilities

• We are not all visual!

– Challenges

• Often, some may be very good while others will be severely challenged in
an area

– Values and ambitions

• Life Experiences

• Employment

• Social interactions

• Family

– Relationships and marriage

– Children
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What We Want—and Can Work Toward

• Career/supporting ourselves

• Education

• Other achievement (e.g., chess,
sports)

• Personal

– Marriage? Significant other?

– Children?

– Hobbies

– Fulfillment

But first: WHY?

• Means vs. ends

• If I want to be a doctor, why?

– Because my parents expect it?

– To make money?

– To be called Doctor?

– Because I want to help others?

– Because I like that kind of work?

– Because it is a good way to make a living
while putting my skills to work?
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Some Ways of Thinking of Goals

Job objectiveInterests

Need to Make a Living Job

Skills and Abilities Job Applies Skills

Satisfaction
Resources to pay for other

interests and desires

Goals and Opportunities: An Example

Interested in Cars

Mechanical Engineer

Auto Writer for
Magazine

Auto Parts
Sales Person

Mechanic
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Preparing to Become an Auto Parts Sales
Person

• Work part time in auto parts store

• Read auto magazines and learn of newest
developments

• “Hang out” with auto enthusiasts

Preparing to Become an Automobile Journalist

• Take community college courses in
– Journalism

– Auto mechanics

• Read articles on cars to
– Learn the style

– Expand your own knowledge

• Talk to others and experiment with how best to explain

• Try to get articles published while still in school

• Make a web site on cars
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General vs. Specific Goals--Examples

Want to Become
an Engineer

Study Engineering

Like to Write
Take courses in

English, Journalism, and
Business

Select area most liked or
with best prospects

More training in specialty

Like science and math
Take courses in math,

Chemistry, physics, computers,
engineering

Realism of Goals

• My skills
– Technical

– Social

– Suitability

• Demand for people to
do this job and pay

• Convincing others to
hire me

LARS AS A
COUNTRY

MUSIC
STAR
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Building Up to Goals—One Sequence

Prepare to get into
college

Plan for paying
Strategize for

Success in college

Prepare for Job
Personal growth
Plan for function

In the job
Finance college

Prepare for future
growth

and reassess plans

Gain experience
Reassess goals

High School Second JobFirst JobCollege

Part time job
Training to address

Weaknesses
Training to build

Strengths
Prepare for

Admissions and
Exams

Part time job
Internship

Build connections
Practice for job

Interviews
Build up
portfolio

Adapt to full time work
Build relationships

With people
Build technical skills
Pursue additional

Training
Find out and provide

What firm values

Build and
maintain relationships

With people
Enhance technical skills

Provide value to firm

Making Tough Choices

• Money vs.
– Satisfaction

– Enjoyment

• Short term vs. long term
satisfaction

• Contribution to society

• Safety vs. risk

• Job stress and conformity
expectations
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How important is each of the following to you?

• Making a lot of money

• Enjoying my work

• Being able to make
money right away
rather than going to
school

• Limiting risk

• Have work that is not
stressful

• Having a lot of free time

• Prestige

• Helping make the world
a better place

Making contingency plans

• What if my plans to not work
out due to

– Not liking the job after all?

– Not being able to complete
training or pass exams?

– Not being able to get the
job?

– Not being able to do the job
for health reasons?

• E.g., if I can’t become a
pharmacist, I can try these
jobs:
– Chemistry teacher

– Laboratory technician

– Wine maker

– Chemist

– Unrelated jobs
• Computer technician
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Examples of Strengths

• Computing skills

• Other areas of
knowledge

• Organizational skills
– Planning

– Organizing and storing
information

– Finding information

• Willingness to do
routine, repetitive job

• Writing
– Creative

– Technical

– Proof-reading

• Construction
– art

– other

• Dependability

• Attention to detail

• Creativity

Compensating for Challenges

• Organization
– Binders

– Computer hard drives

– Reminders to self

• Post-its

• Computer reminders

• Daily calendar

• Remembering faces
– Photographs if possible,

otherwise descriptive
notes

• Preparation for social
situations
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Why Go to College?

• Means to an end
or intrinsic
interests?
– Chance to pursue

interests

– Gain skills for a
good job

– Decide what to do
in life

– Broadening
perspective

– “It’s a family
tradition!”
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High School Grades

• Standards vary by school

• Our performance may vary
considerably by subject

• Compensatory strategies:
– Most colleges: Good grades

in some areas can make up
for others

– Elite institutions (e.g., Caltech,
Stanford): Difficult to out-
excel superhumans!
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Managing Grades in High School

• Strategy: Focus on strengths; “get
by” in less favored subjects

• Advantages: morale, motivation, match
with interests, “positioning”/presenting
self to college

• Disadvantages: General subjects--
especially writing and communication
skills are needed in life; elite schools
looking for “balanced” students; bias
against areas of low performance; solid
overall performance needed for elite
schools

• Strategy: Focus on subjects of
difficulty
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Planning for A Career

• Selection of “marketable”
major

• Pursuit of graduate
education?

• Social skills are often
more important than
technical skills on the job

• HOWEVER: May be
able to “sell” highly
valued technical skills

• Gaining work
experience:

– Benefits of real world,
practical experience--
also shows employers a
track history

– HOWEVER, work
experience takes time:
full course load + AS +
long work hours -->
possible disaster!
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Extra-curricular Activities

• Chance to focus on
interests

• Shows interest in
applying interests
outside classroom

• Chance for social
interaction with
(more or less)
“worthy” others

• Watch out for time
commitment!
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“Surviving” While In College

• GPArithmetic: A+A+C+F
= 2.5 > 2.0

• Realities of college
– Very decentralized—each

professor makes own
policies to some extent

– May have to arrange for
accommodations with
each one—and the
process may not be
smooth

• Managing Time and
Deadlines
– Many projects are due

toward the end of the term

– May not be reminded
about deadlines

– Missed deadlines may
mean scores of zero

• Grades may depend
heavily on a few items—
exams, projects
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Contact info
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Los Angeles, CA 90089-0443
Phone: (213) 740-7127 Cell: (213) 304-1726
perner@marshall.usc.edu
http://www.LarsPerner.com
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